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Based on firsthand practical experiences of communicating with natural spirits through meditation,

this eye-opening guide to healing the earth teaches how to work with elemental beings by

describing each in detail while defining their roles within the web of life. As a result of tuning in to

plants, trees, and animals, and illustrating the disrupted flow of energies within the landscape, the

true impact of human culture upon the harmony of the natural world is evocatively revealed. Insight

into related topics, such as how the long-suppressed Goddess culture embraces these energies to

make strides toward healing the earth, can set anyone with earth and landscape

concerns&#151;gardeners, growers, designers, and builders&#151;one step closer toward

becoming environmental warriors.
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Nature spirits is one of the most amazing and inspiring book I have ever read. the depth and clear

sight of the author gives a no children fairytale story but deep and spiritual yet clear insight into the

world of the elementals: fairies, devas, gnomes and goblins. This second edition, includes also new

commentaries and simple exercises that can assist in personal work for those who whishes to

approach this world.warmly recommendedMichal Yakir, PhD

This book is fabulous! It gives a depth to the world beyond what we see. It shows oneness and

creative life behind our visual world. The author is a sensitive soul who takes me to the world of



living Beings beyond our sight and their beautiful actions that enhance our world. It shows how we

must become sensitive and considerate to the life of plants and things of the earth in order to nuture

our earthly home.

It has been a long-time of mankind's understanding of science that we have forgotten the things our

ancient ancestors knew about our planet. There are other species of life here and there is an order

that we don't control directly. We can work with the spirits of nature to create balance and plenty for

our existence and theirs, or we can choose to ignore and continue on our path of Earth's

destruction, and ultimately this also mean's our own demise. Here is a way to awaken to the

elements of Nature and how we are supposed to work together.

Pogacnik is a great author, I always enjoy his books. It should be part of school literacy programs...

The book does not elaborate on the spiritual aspects. More of a historical and cultural reference.

The book has lots of information. Worth owning.

Boring

I knew that my imagination was real when, I was a young child....
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